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1 Introduction
Particle production in hadron-hadron scattering with transverse momentum of produced
particle much smaller than its invariant mass is described in the framework of TMD fac-
torization [1{5]. The typical example is the Higgs production at LHC through gluon-gluon








d2b?ei(q;b)?Df=A(xA; b?; )Df=B(xB; b?; )(ff ! H)
+ power corrections + Y   terms (1.1)
where  is the rapidity, Df=A(x; z?; ) is the TMD density of a parton f in hadron A, and
(ff ! H) is the cross section of production of particle H of invariant mass m2H = Q2
in the scattering of two partons. (For simplicity, we consider the scattering of unpolarized
hadrons.)
In this paper we calculate the rst power corrections  q2?
Q2
in a sense that we represent
them as a TMD-like matrix elements of higher-twist operators. It should be noted that our
method works for arbitrary relation between s and Q2 and between q2? and hadron mass
m2 (provided that pQCD is applicable), but in this paper we only present the result for

















Figure 1. Particle production by gluon-gluon fusion.
To obtain formula (1.1) with rst corrections we use factorization in rapidity [7]. We
denote quarks and gluons with rapidity close to the rapidity of the projectile and target
protons as A-elds and B-elds, respectively. We call the remaining elds in the central
region of rapidity by the name C-elds and integrate over them in the corresponding
functional integral. At this step, we get the eective action depending on A and B elds.
The subsequent integration over A elds gives matrix elements of some TMD-like operators
switched between projectile proton states and integration over B elds will give matrix
elements between target states.1
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we derive the TMD factorization from
the double functional integral for the cross section of particle production. In section 3,
which is central to our approach, we explain the method of calculation of higher-twist
power corrections based on a solution of classical Yang-Mills equations. In section 4 we
nd the leading higher-twist correction to particle production in the region s Q2  q2?.
Finally, in section 5 we compare our calculations in the small-x limit to the classical eld
resulting from the scattering of two shock waves. The appendices contain proofs of some
necessary technical statements.
2 TMD factorization from functional integral
We consider production of an (imaginary) scalar particle  in proton-proton scattering.
This particle is connected to gluons by the vertex
L = g
Z
d4x (x)g2F 2(x); F 2(x)  F a(x)F a(x) (2.1)
1It should be noted that due to the kinematics Q2  Q2?;m2 we will not need the explicit form of the
high-energy eective action which is much sought after in the small-x physics but not known up to now





































W (pA; pB; q) (2.2)
where we dened the \hadronic tensor" W (pA; pB; q) as






d4x e iqxhpA; pBjg2F 2(x)jXihXjg2F 2(0)jpA; pBi
=
Z
d4x e iqxhpA; pBjg4F 2(x)F 2(0)jpA; pBi (2.3)
As usual,
P
X denotes the sum over full set of \out" states. It can be represented by double
functional integral












Z ~A(tf )=A(tf )
D ~ADA
Z ~ (tf )= (tf )
D ~ D ~ D  D 	pA(
~~A(ti); ~ (ti))
 	pB ( ~~A(ti); ~ (ti))e iSQCD(
~A; ~ )eiSQCD(A; ) ~F 2(x)F 2(0)	pA(
~A(ti);  (ti))	pB (
~A(ti);  (ti))
Here the elds A; correspond to the amplitude hXjF 2(0)jpA; pBi, elds ~A; ~ correspond
to complex conjugate amplitude hpA; pBjF 2(x)jXi and 	p( ~A(ti);  (ti)) denote the proton
wave function at the initial time ti. The boundary conditions ~A(tf ) = A(tf ) and ~ (tf ) =
 (tf ) reect the sum over all states X, cf. refs. [15{17].
We use Sudakov variables p = p1 + p2 + p? and the notations x  xp1 and
x  xp2 for the dimensionless light-cone coordinates (x =
p
s




metric is g = (1; 1; 1; 1) so that pq = (pq+qp) s2 (p; q)? where (p; q)?   piqi.
Throughout the paper, the sum over the Latin indices i, j. . . runs over the two transverse
components while the sum over Greek indices runs over the four components as usual.
To derive the factorization formula, we separate the (quark and gluon) elds in the
functional integral (2.4) into three sectors: \projectile" elds A;  a with jj < a, \target"




























Figure 2. Rapidity factorization for particle production.
elds with jj < b and \central rapidity" elds C;  with jj > b and jj > a:3




Z ~A(tf )=A(tf )
D ~ADA
Z ~ a(tf )= a(tf )
D  aD aD
~ aD ~ a
 e iSQCD( ~A; ~ a)eiSQCD(A; a)	pA( ~~A(ti); ~ a(ti))	pA( ~A(ti);  (ti))

Z ~B(tf )=B(tf )
D ~BDB
Z ~ b(tf )= b(tf )
D  bD bD
~ bD ~ b




Z ~C(tf )=C(tf )
D ~C
Z
D  CD C
Z ~ c(tf )= c(tf )






where SC = SQCD(A+B + C)  SQCD(A)  SQCD(B).
Our goal is to integrate over central elds and get the amplitude in the factorized form,
as a (sum of) products of functional integrals over A elds representing projectile matrix
elements (TMDs) and functional integrals over B elds representing target matrix elements.
In the spirit of background-eld method, we \freeze" projectile and target elds (and denote
them the A, a, a and B, b, b respectively) and get a sum of diagrams in these external
elds. Since jj < a in the projectile elds and jj < b in the target elds, at the tree-
level one can set with power accuracy  = 0 for the projectile elds and  = 0 for the target










. Beyond the tree level, one should expect
that the integration over C elds will produce the logarithms of the cutos a and b which
will cancel with the corresponding logs in gluon TMDs of the projectile and the target.
3The standard factorization scheme for particle production in hadron-hadron scattering is splitting the
diagrams in collinear to projectile part, collinear to target part, hard factor, and soft factor [1]. Here we
factorize only in rapidity. For our purpose of calculation of power corrections in the tree approximation it
is sucient; however, we hope to treat possible logs of transverse scales in loop corrections in the same way

















As usual, diagrams disconnected from the vertices F 2(x) and F 2(0) (\vacuum bubbles"
in external elds) exponentiate so the result has the schematic formZ
DC
Z ~C(tf )=C(tf )
D ~C
Z
D  CD C
Z ~ c(tf )= c(tf )






~U; ~V )O(q; x;A; ~A; a ~ a;B; ~B; b; ~ b) (2.6)
where O(q; x;A; A;B; B) is a sum of diagrams connected to ~F 2(x)F 2(0). Since ra-
pidities of central elds and A, B elds are very dierent, one should expect the result of
integration over C-elds to be represented in terms of Wilson-line operators constructed
form A and B elds.
The eective action has the form
Se(U; V; ~U; ~V ) = 2Tr
Z
d2x?
  i ~Ui ~V i + iUiV i (2.7)
+
 





where Wilson lines U are made from projectile elds
U(x?) = [1p2 + x?; 1p2 + x?]A ; Ui = U yi@iU
and Wilson lines V from target elds
V (x?) = [1p1 + x?; 1p1 + x?]B ; Vi = V yi@iV
and similarly for ~U and ~V in the left sector. The explicit form of \Lipatov vertices"
Li(U; V ) is presented in [20]. Unfortunately, the eective action beyond the rst two terms
in (2.7) is unknown, but we will demonstrate below that for our purposes we do not need
the explicit form of the eective action.
After integration over C elds the amplitude (2.4) can be rewritten as
W (pA; pB; q) =
Z
d4xe iqx
Z ~A(tf )=A(tf )
D ~ADA
Z ~ a(tf )= a(tf )
D  aD aD
~ aD ~ a
 e iSQCD( ~A; ~ a)eiSQCD(A; a)	pA( ~~A(ti); ~ a(ti))	pA( ~A(ti);  (ti))

Z ~B(tf )=B(tf )
D ~BDB
Z ~ b(tf )= b(tf )
D  bD bD
~ bD ~ b
 e iSQCD( ~B; ~ b)eiSQCD(B; b)	pB ( ~~B(ti); ~ b(ti))	pB ( ~B(ti);  b(ti))
 eSe(U;V; ~U; ~V )O(q; x;A; a; ~A; ~ a;B; b; ~B; ~ b) (2.8)
Note that due to boundary conditions at tf in the above integral, the functional integral
over C elds in eq. (2.6) should be done in the background of the A and B elds satisfying
~A(tf ) = A(tf ); ~ a(tf ) =  a(tf ) and ~B(tf ) = B(tf ); ~ b(tf ) =  b(tf ) (2.9)
Our approximation at the tree level is that  = 0 for A; ~A elds and  = 0 for B; ~B elds

















Now comes the important point: because of boundary conditions (2.9), for the purpose
of calculating the integral (2.6) over central elds one can set
A(x; x?) = ~A(x; x?);  a(x; x?) = ~ a(x; x?)
and
B(x; x?) = ~B(x; x?);  b(x; x?) = ~ b(x; x?) (2.10)
Indeed, because A; and ~A; ~ do not depend on x, if they coincide at x =1 they should
coincide everywhere. Similarly, if B; b and ~B; ~ b do not depend on x, if they coincide at
x =1 they should be equal.
It should be emphasized that the boundary conditions (2.9) mean the summation
over all intermediate states in corresponding projectile and target matrix elements in the
functional integrals over projectile and target elds. Without the sum over all intermediate
states the conditions (2.10) are no longer true. For example, if we would like to measure
another particle or jet in the fragmentation region of the projectile, the second condition
in eq. (2.10) breaks down.
Next important observation is that due to eqs. (2.10) the eective action (2.7) van-
ishes for background elds satisfying conditions (2.9). For the rst two terms displayed
in (2.7) it is evident, but it is easy to see that the eective action in the background elds
satisfying (2.10) should vanish due to unitarity. Indeed, let us consider the functional in-
tegral (2.4) without sources ~F 2(x)F 2(0). It describes the matrix element (2.11) without 
production, that is X
X
hpA; pBjXihXjpA; pBi = 1 (2.11)
(modulo appropriate normalization of jpAi and jpBi states). If we perform the same de-
composition into A, B, and C elds as in eq. (2.4) we will see integral (2.8) without
O(q; x; y;A; a; ~A; ~ a;B; b; ~B; ~ b) which can be represented as
hpA; pBjeSe(U;V; ~U; ~V )jpA; pBi = 1 (2.12)
which means that the eective action should vanish for the Wilson-line operators con-
structed from the elds satisfying eqs. (2.10). Summarizing, we see that at the tree level
in our approximationZ
DC
Z ~C(tf )=C(tf )
D ~C
Z
D  CD C
Z ~ c(tf )= c(tf )





= O(q; x;A; a;B; b) (2.13)
where now SC = SQCD(C +A+B)  SQCD(A)  SQCD(B) and ~SC = SQCD( ~C +A+B) 
SQCD(A)   SQCD(B). It is known that in the tree approximation the double functional
integral (2.13) is given by a set of retarded Green functions in the background elds [21{23]
(see also appendix A for the proof). Since the double functional integral (2.13) is given
by a set of retarded Green functions (in the background eld A + B), the calculation of

















equation for A(x) (and  (x)) with boundary conditions that the solution has the same
asymptotics at t!  1 as the superposition of incoming projectile and target background
elds.
The hadronic tensor (2.8) can now be represented as
W (pA; pB; q) =
Z
d4xe iqxhpAjhpBjO^(q; x; A^;  ^a; B^;  ^b)jpAijpBi (2.14)
where O^(q; x; A^;  ^a; B^;  ^b) should be expanded in a series in A^;  ^a; B^;  ^b operators and
evaluated between the corresponding (projectile or target) states: if
























As we will demonstrate below, the relevant operators are quark and gluon elds with
Wilson-line type gauge links collinear to either p2 for A elds or p1 for B elds.
3 Power corrections and solution of classical YM equations
3.1 Power counting for background elds
As we discussed in previous section, to get the hadronic tensor in the form (2.14) we
need to calculate the functional integral (2.13) in the background of the elds (2.10). To
understand the relative strength of Lorentz components of these elds, let us compare the




d4x e iqxhpAjU^mi (x; x?)U^mj (0)jpAihpBjV^ ni(x; x?)V^ nj(0)jpBi (3.1)
where
U^ai(z; z?)  [ 1; z]abz gF^ bi(z; z?); V^ ai(z; z?)  [ 1; z]abz gF^ bi(z; z?) (3.2)
and some typical higher-twist terms. As we mentioned, we consider W (pA; pB; q) in the
region where s;Q2  Q2?;m2 while the relation between Q2? and m2 and between Q2 and
s may be arbitrary. So, for the purpose of counting of powers of s, we will not distinguish
4Our logic here is the following: to get the expression for O^ in eq. (2.13) we calculate O in the background
of two external elds A = (A;  a) and B = (B;  b) and then promote them to operators ^A and ^B
in the obtained expressions for O. However, there is a subtle point in the promotion of background elds
to operators. When we are calculating O as the r.h.s. of eq. (2.13) the elds A and B are c-numbers; on
the other hand, after functional integration in eq. (2.4) they become operators which must be time-ordered
in the right sector and anti-time-ordered in the left sector. Fortunately, as we shall see below, all these
operators are separated either by space-like distances or light-cone distances so all of them (anti) commute

















between s and Q2 (although at the nal step we will be able to tell the dierence since
our nal expressions for higher-twist corrections will have either s or Q2 in denominators).
Similarly, for the purpose of power counting we will not distinguish between m and Q?
and will introduce m? which may be of order of m or Q? depending on matrix element.
The estimate of the leading-twist matrix element between projectile states is













(here we assume normalization hpAjpAi = 1 for simplicity).
The typical higher-twist correction is proportional to (see e.g. eq. (4.4))



















 1m? we see that an extra F^i in the matrix element between projectile
states brings p1m? which means that U^i  sm?.
Next, some of the higher-twist matrix elements have an extra Ukl like
dabchpAjU^ai (x; x?)U^ bkl(x0; x?)U^ cj (0)jpAi (3.5)
where
U^kl(x; x?)  [ 1; x]xgF^kl(x; x?)[x; 1]x (3.6)
Since we consider only unpolarized projectile and target hadrons
dabchpAjU^ai (x; x?)U^ bkl(x0; x?)U^ cj (0)jpAi
 s2 m4?g?ikg?jl +m6?g?ikxjxl +m6?g?jlxixk   k $ l (3.7)
and, comparing this to eq. (3.3), we see that an extra F^kl can bring an extra m
2
?. Combining
this with an estimate Ui  sm? we see that the typical eld A is of order s while Ai  m?.
Similarly, for the target elds we get B  s, Bi  m?.
Some of the power corrections involve matrix elements like
dabchpAjU^ai (x; x?)U^ b(x0; x?)U^ cj (0)jpAi (3.8)
where
U^(x; x?)  [ 1; x]xgF^(x; x?)[x; 1]x (3.9)





so that F^  sm2.5 Since A  s we see that A  m2?. Similarly, for the target we get
B  m2?.
5The denominator pA  p2 is due to the fact that p2 enters only through the direction of Wilson line and

















Figure 3. Typical diagram for the classical eld with projectile/target sources. The Green func-
tions of the central elds are given by retarded propagators.
Summarizing, the relative strength of the background gluon elds in projectile and
target is
A(x; x?)  s; A(x; x?)  m2?; Ai(x; x?)  m?
B(x; x?)  m2?; B(x; x?)  s; Bi(x; x?)  m? (3.10)
To nish power counting, we need also the relative strength of quark background elds
 a and  b. From classical equations for projectile and target
D Aa =  g  ata a; D Aai =  g  aita a; D Aa =  g  ata a
2
s
(i@ + g A)p^1 +
2g
s
Ap^2 + (i@i + g Ai)i

 a = 0
D Ba =  g  bta b; D Bai =  g  bita b; D Ba =  g  bta b
2
s
(i@ + g B)p^2 +
2g
s
Bp^1 + (i@i + g Bi)i

 b = 0 (3.11)
we get
p^1 a(x; x?)  m5=2? ; i a(x; x?)  m3=2? ; p^2 a(x; x?)  s
p
m?
p^1 b(x; x?)  spm?; i b(x; x?)  m3=2? ; p^2 b(x; x?)  m5=2? (3.12)
Thus, to nd TMD factorization at the tree level (with higher-twist corrections) we need
to calculate the functional integral (2.4) in the background elds of the strength given by
eqs. (3.10) and (3.12).
3.2 Approximate solution of classical equations
As we discussed in Sect 2, the calculation of the functional integral (2.13) over C-elds
in the tree approximation reduces to nding elds C and  c as solutions of Yang-Mills
equations for the action SC = SQCD(C +A+B)  SQCD(A)  SQCD(B)
DF a( A+ B + C) = g
X
f
(  fa +
 fb +
 fc )t
a( fa +  
f
b +  
f
c )
(i=@ + g =A+ g =B + g =C)( fa +  
f
b +  
f
c ) = m( 
f
a +  
f



















As we discussed above (see also appendix A) the solution of eq. (3.13) which we need
corresponds to the sum of set of diagrams in background eld A+ B with retarded Green
functions (see gure 3). The retarded Green functions (in the background-Feynman gauge)
are dened as















jy) + : : : (3.14)
where
P  i@ + g A + g B; F = @( A+ B)   $    ig[ A + B; A + B ]
O 
 fp; A + Bg+ g( A+ B)2g + 2i F (3.15)
and similarly for quarks.
The solutions of eqs. (3.13) in terms of retarded Green functions give elds C and  c




g  f ta 
f ; (=P  mf ) f = 0 (3.16)
with boundary conditions
A(x)
x! 1= A(x; x?);  (x)
x! 1=  a(x; x?)
A(x)
x! 1= B(x; x?);  (x)
x! 1=  b(x; x?) (3.17)
following from C;  c
t! 1! 0. These boundary conditions reect the fact that at t!  1
we have only incoming hadrons with \A" and \B" elds.
The solution of YM equations (3.16) in general case is yet unsolved problem, especially
important for scattering of two heavy nuclei in semiclassical approximation. Fortunately,
for our case of particle production with q?Q  1 we can construct the approximate solution
of (3.16) as a series in this small parameter. However, before doing this, it is convenient
to perform a gauge transformation so that the incoming projectile and target elds will no
longer have large components  s as A and B in eq. (3.10). Let us perform the gauge





x! 1! [x; 1] Ax ; 
(x; x; x?) x! 1! [x; 1] Bx (3.18)
The existence of such matrix is proved in appendix B by explicit construction. After such
gauge transformation, the YM equation of course stays the same but the initial condi-
tions (3.17) turn to
gA(x)
x! 1= U(x; x?);  (x)
x! 1= a(x; x?)
gA(x)
x! 1= V(x; x?);  (x)


















U(x; x?)  2
s
p2U(x; x?) + U?(x; x?) (3.20)
V(x; x?)  2
s
p1V(x; x?) + V?(x; x?)




























and a;b are dened as
a(z; z?)  [ 1; z]z a(z; z?); b(z; z?)  [ 1; z]z b(z; z?) (3.21)
The initial conditions (3.19) look like the projectile elds in the light-like gauge p2A =
0 and target elds in the light-like gauge p1A = 0 so our construction of matrix 
 in a
way proves that we can take the sum of projectile elds in one gauge and target elds in
another gauge as a zero-order approximation for iterative solution of the YM equations.
Note also that our power counting discussed in previous section means that
U  V  m2?; Ui  Vi  m? (3.22)
so we do not have large background elds  s after this gauge transformation. Finally, the
















afb ; i =DV b = 0 (3.23)
where U  @U   @U   i[U; U ], DU  (@   i[U; ) and similarly for V elds.
We will solve eqs. (3.16) iteratively, order by order in perturbation theory, starting
from the zero-order approximation in the form of the sum of projectile and target elds
gA[0] (x) = U(x; x?) + V(x; x?)
	[0](x) = a(x; x?) + b(x; x?) (3.24)
and improving it by calculation of Feynman diagrams with retarded propagators in the
background elds (3.24).
The rst step is the calculation of the linear term for the trial conguration (3.24).
We rewrite eld strength components as
gF [0]i = Ui + Vi   i[U; Vi]; gF [0]i = Ui + Vi   i[V; Ui] (3.25)
gF [0] = U + V + i[U; V]; gF [0]ij = Uij + Vij   i[Ui; Vj ] + i[Uj ; Vi]
Note that Ui  Vi  sm?, U  V  sm2? while all other components are not large.

















The linear term has the form







U jabV bji + V
























i   ifU; VgabU bi   ifV; UgabV bi
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V jabU bj +
i
g





















U jabV bj +
i
g


























where Dj  @j   iU j   iV j , D = @   iU, and D = @   iV. The power-counting
estimates for linear terms in eq. (3.26) are
L
(0)














Note that the order of perturbation theory is labeled by (: : :)[n] and the order of expansion
in the parameter
m2?
s by (: : :)
(n).
With the linear term (3.26), a couple of rst terms in perturbative series are
A[1]a (x) =
Z
d4z (xj 1P2g + 2igF [0] jz)
abLb(z) (3.28)




  i(xj 1P2g + 2igF [0]P
jz)aa0fa0bcA[1]b A[1]c




















for gluon elds (in the background-Feynman gauge) and
	
[1]
f (x) =  
Z
d4z(xj 1
=P jz)L (z); 	
[2]









P = i@ + U; P = i@ + V; Pi = i@i + Ui + Vi (3.30)
are operators in external zero-order elds (3.24). Hereafter we use Schwinger's notations for
propagators in external elds normalized according to (xjF (p)jy)  R d 4p e ip(x y)F (p).
Moreover, when it will not lead to a confusion, we will use short-hand notation 1OO0(x) R
d4z (xj 1O jz)O0(z). Next iterations will give us a set of tree-level Feynman diagrams in the
background eld U + V and a + b.
Let us consider the elds in the rst order in perturbation theory:
A[1] =
1








f (x) =  
1
=PL =  
(+ 2sV)=p1 + ( +
2
sU)=p2 + =P?
f+ 2sV;  + 2sUg s2   (p+ U + V )2? + ip0
L 
Here , , and p? are understood as dierential operators  = i @@x ,  = i
@




Now comes the central point of our approach. Let us expand quark and gluon prop-
agators in powers of background elds, then we get a set of diagrams shown in gure 3.





s  p2? + i(+ )
(3.32)
Since we do not consider loops of C-elds in this paper, the transverse momenta in tree
diagrams are determined by further integration over projectile (\A") and target (\B")
elds in eq. (2.8) which converge on either q? or m. On the other hand, the integrals over
 converge on either q or   1 and similarly the characteristic 's are either q or  1.
Since qqs = Q
2











(+ i)( + i)
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(2)2(2)(x?   y?)(x   y)(x   y)
(xj 1













(2)2(2)(x?   y?)(x   y)(x   y) (3.34)
After the expansion (3.33), the dynamics in the transverse space eectively becomes trivial:
all background elds stand either at x or at 0. (This validates the reasoning in the footnote
on page 3).
One may wonder why we do not cut the integrals in eq. (3.34) to jj > b and jj > a
according to the denition of C elds in section 2.7 The reason is that in the diagrams like
gure 3 with retarded propagators (3.34) one can shift the contour of integration over 
and/or  to the complex plane away to avoid the region of small  or .8
Note that the background elds are also smaller than typical p2k  s. Indeed, from
eq. (3.22) we see that p = s2  U  m2 ( because   q  m
2
s ) and similarly p  V.
Also (pi + Ui + Vi)
2  q2?  p2k. The only exception is the elds Vi or Ui which are of
order of sm? but we will see that eectively the expansion in powers of these elds is cut
at the second term with our accuracy.
3.3 Twist expansion of classical gluon elds
Now we expand the classical gluon elds in powers of
p2?
p2k
 m2?s . It is clear that for the
leading higher-twist correction we need to take into account only the rst two terms (3.28)
of the perturbative expansion of classical eld. The expansion (3.28) of gluon eld A takes
7Such cutos for integrals over C elds are introduced explicitly in the framework of soft-collinear
eective theory, see the review [24].
8This may be wrong if there is pinching of poles in the integrals over  or  but we will see that in
our integrals for the tree-level power corrections the pinching of poles never occurs. In the higher orders



































































(f;Ug+ f; Vg   P2?)V j
ab 1




















































) DA([1]0)a  DA([1]0)a = s
2g
fabcU bjV
cj + O(m2?) (3.36)

















































(f;Ug+ f; Vg   P2?)U j
ab 1





































































 P2?   f;Ug   f; VgabA(1)bi   2i 1p2k (F [0]ki )abA(1)bk + : : :





































In these formulas the singularity in 1 is always causal
1
+i and similarly for
1
  1+i and
1
p2k

















The corresponding expansion of eld strengths reads
gF
( 1)a









i (x) = U
a











i (x) = V
a




























k (x)  i$ k

(3.40)
Power corrections to hadronic tensor are proportional to









































and the leading higher-twist correction is proportional to




























 (0) + (x$ 0) (3.43)
4 Leading higher-twist correction at s Q2  Q2?  m2
As we mentioned in the Introduction, our method is relevant for calculation of higher-twist
corrections at any s;Q2  Q2?;m2. However, the expressions become manageable in the
physically interesting case s  Q2  Q2?  m2 which we consider in this section.9 We














l (x) + : : : (4.1)
where
ij;kl  gijgkl   gikgjl   gilgjk (4.2)

















The higher-twist correction coming from the second term in the r.h.s. will be  Q2?
Q2
whereas
other terms in the r.h.s. of eq. (3.41) yield contributions  Q2?s , 
Q2?
qs
, or  Q2?qs all of which
are small (see the footnote 9). In this approximation we get







































where the rst term is the leading order and the second is the higher-twist correction.
Substituting our approximation (4.1) to eq. (2.3) and promoting background elds to
operators as discussed in section 2 we get (note that qqs = Q
2
k ' Q2):

































mpqhpBjV^ mk (x; x?)V^ pl(x0; x?)V^ qr (0)jpBi





(N2c   1)(N2c   4) (4.5)
Since an extra Uk (or Vk) brings s xix2?
10 we see that the higher-twist correction in the
r.h.s. of eq. (4.4) is  q2?
Q2
so it gives the leading power correction in the region s  Q2 =
m2  q2?  m2. The TMD factorization formula with the higher-twist correction (4.4) is
the main result of the present paper.

























where b is the cuto in  integration in the target matrix elements, see the discussion
in ref. [18]. The normalization here is such that Dg(q; k
2
?;b) is an unintegrated gluon
distribution: Z
d 2k?Dg(q; k2?;b) = Dg(q; 
2 = bqs) (4.7)
10To see this, we compared matrix elements of leading-twist operator hpAjUmi (x; x?)Umj (0)jpAi and



















2) is the usual gluon parton density (this formula is correct in the leading
log approximation, see the discussion in ref. [18]).








































At large k2? gluon TMDs in the r.h.s. of eq. (4.6) behave as Dg(q; k
2
?)  1k2? and
Hg(q; k
2








?)  1k4? .
It is well known that in our kinematic region s Q2  Q2? gluon TMDs (4.6) possess



























Let us now demonstrate that the terms in (F 2(x))(0) (see eq. (3.42)) which we neglected
























hpAjUai (x; x?)Uaj (0)jpAihpBjV bi(x; x?)V bc (0)V cj(0)jpBi (4.11)
Note that unlike eq. (4.4), the factor in the denominator is qs  Q2 so the contribu-
tion (4.11) is power suppressed in comparison to eq. (4.4) in our kinematic region.11













V ck (0) (4.12)




















dz0 (z   z0)hpBjV ai(x; x?)V bk (0)(Vk(z; 0?)T a)bcV cj(z0; 0?)jpBi

11Of course, this power suppression may be moderated by dierence in logarithmic evolution of operators
in the r.h.s.'s of eqs. (4.4) and (4.11), but one should expect the evolution of these operators to be of the






























dx0 (x  x0)Vk(x0; x?)
In both examples (4.11) and (4.13) the factor 1q comes from an extra integration over
x0 in Ui, see eq. (3.20):Z











dx e ixhUi(x; x?)Uj(0)i (4.14)
The way to gure out such integrations is very simple: take q ! 0 and check if there
is an innite integration of the type
R x
 1 dx
0. Evidently, it may happen if we have a single
Ui(x) (without any additional U -operators) at the point x, or a single Ui(0).
Similarly, the factor 1q comes from an extra integration over x
0 in Vi in eq. (3.20) so
an indication of such contribution is the innite integration
R x
 1 dx
0 in the limit q ! 0
which translates to the condition of a single Vi at the point x or at the point 0.
Thus, to get the terms  1
Q2
we need to nd contributions which satisfy both of the
above conditions which singles out the contribution (4.3).
5 Small-x limit and scattering of shock waves
Let us consider the hadronic tensor
hpA; pBjg4F 2(x)F 2(y)jpA; pBi (5.1)
in the small-x limit s ! 1, Q2 and q2? - xed. At rst, let us not impose the condition
Q2  q2? which means that the relation between x2k and x2? is arbitrary (later we will see
that Q2  q2? corresponds to x2k  x2?).
The small-x limit may be obtained by rescaling s ! 2s , p1 ! p1; p2 ! p2. As
discussed in refs. [7, 20, 28], the only components of eld strength surviving in this rescal-
ing are Ui(x; x?) and Vi(x; x?). Moreover, if we study classical elds at longitudinal
distances which does not scale with , we can replace the projectile and target elds by
innitely thin \shock waves"
Ui(x; x?) ! s
2
(x)Ui(x?) and Vi(x; x?) ! s
2
(x)Vi(x?) (5.2)
However, since we need to compare the classical elds in the small-x limit to our expres-
sions (3.40) at small longitudinal distances, we will keep x and x dependence for a while.
As described above, to nd the classical elds we can start with the trial conguration
gA[0]i (x) = Ui(x; x?) + Vi(x; x?); A[0] = A[0] = 0





















V jabU bj +
2ip2
s
U jabV bj   iDabj (U jbcV ?c + V jbcU?c ) (5.4)
and improve it order by order in L. In this way we'll get a set of Feynman diagrams in
the background eld (5.3). Unfortunately, in the general case of arbitrary relation between
qk and q? we no longer have a small parameter
p2?
p2k
so we need explicit expressions for
propagators in the background elds, and, in addition, we need all orders in the expansion
of linear term (5.4). Still, we can compare our calculations with the perturbative expansion
of classical elds in powers of the \parameter" [Ui; Vj ] carried out in refs. [7, 8]. In the




[U j ; Vj ]; gA =
i
p2 + ip0
[V j ; Uj ]




[Ui; Vj ]  i$ j

(5.5)
The corresponding expressions for eld strengths are





k; Vk] + [Uj ; Vi]  [Ui; Vj ]

(5.6)










[U j ; Vj ]
gFij =  i[Ui; Vj ]  ipip
k
p2 + ip0
([Uj ; Vk]  j $ k)  i$ j = 4i=s
p2 + ip0
([Ui; Vj ]  i$ j)
In the last line we used the identity
pi([Uj ; Vk]  j $ k)  i$ j =  pk([Ui; Vj ]  i$ j) (5.7)
and the fact that in the small-x limit @iUj   @jUi   i[Ui; Uj ] = @iVj   @jVi   i[Vi; Vj ] = 0.
Let us discuss now how our approximation
p2?
p2k
 1 looks in the coordinate space. The
explicit expressions for elds (5.6) are











(x  z)2k   (x  z)2?

(x  z)gL ij(z)










(x  z)2k   (x  z)2?

(x  z)gL+ij(z)





(x  z)2k   (x  z)2?

(x  z)[U j (z; z?); Vj(z; z?)] (5.8)









[Ui(z; z?); Vj(z; z?)]  i$ j

where

















At longitudinal distances x; x  1 these expressions agree with eq. (52) from ref. [7] after
the replacement (5.2).
Now let us compare the elds (5.8) at small longitudinal distances to our approxi-
mate solution (3.40). Let us start with Fij(x) in the last line in eq. (5.8). If (x   z)2k is
smaller than the characteristic transverse distances in the integral over z? one can replace






[Ui(z; x?); Vj(z; x?)]  i$ j

=  i[Ui(x; x?); Vj(x; x?)] + i[Uj(x; x?); Vi(x; x?)] (5.10)
which is exactly the last line in eq. (3.40). Similarly, the third line in eq. (5.8) reproduces
F in the fourth line in eq. (3.40).
Next, gF
(0)a













dz (x  z)@jL ij(z; z; x?) (5.11)





















(x  z)(x  z)   (x  z)2?

@jL ij(z; z; x?)
which agrees with eq. (5.11) after integration over z?. Similarly, one can check the consis-
tency of two expressions for Fi.
6 Conclusions and outlook
We have formulated the approach to TMD factorization based on the factorization in
rapidity and found the leading higher-twist contribution to the production of a scalar
particle (e.g. Higgs) by gluon-gluon fusion in the hadron-hadron scattering. Up to now our
results are obtained in the tree-level approximation when the question of exact matching
of cutos in rapidity does not arise. However, this question will become crucial starting
from the rst loop. In our previous papers we calculated the evolution of gluon TMD with
respect to our rapidity cuto so we need to match it to the coecient functions in front of
TMD operators. The work is in progress.
Also, we obtained power corrections for particle production only in the case of gluon-
gluon fusion. It would be interesting (and we plan) to nd power corrections to Drell-Yan
process. There is a statement that for semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) the
leading-order TMDs have dierent directions of Wilson lines: one to +1 and another
to  1. We think that the same directions of Wilson lines will be in the case of power
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A Diagrams with retarded propagators
In this section we prove that the eld C created by a source J in the presence of external















fabmf cdm ~Ca ~Cb ~Cc














is given by a set of Feynman diagrams with retarded Green functions (note that eq. (A.1)
implies that J; A, and B are the same in the right and left part of the amplitude).
Hereafter we use the notation   P 2g + 2i G .
First, we consider gluon propagators for the double functional integral over C elds in
the background lelds A = ~A, B = ~B and prove that








Note that we dene hOi in this section as
hOi 
Z









To prove eq. (A.2), we write down
 = p2g +O ; O 
 fp; A + Bg+ ( A+ B)2g + 2i G (A.4)
and expand in powers of O .
In the trivial order eqs. (A.2) immediately follow from the bare propagators for the




jy); h ~Ca(x) ~Cb(y)ibare = (xj
ig
ab
p2   i jy)










Ca@2Ca  i2 ~Ca@2 ~Ca

(A.6)







































Similarly, it is easy to see that




+h ~Ca(x) ~Cc(z)ibareOcd(z)h ~Cd(z)Cb(y)ibare

h ~Ca(x) ~Cb(y)i(1) = i
Z
dz
  h ~Ca(x)Cc(z)ibareOcd(z)hCd(z) ~Cb(y)ibare






















+hCa(x) ~Cc(z)i(1)Ocd(z)h ~Cd(z) ~Cb(y)ibare

(A.11)
so using the results (A.8) and (A.10) we get










Similarly, it is easy to demonstrate that








































Now we are in a position to prove eq. (A.1). In the leading order in g it is trivial:
using eqs. (A.2) one immediately sees that
hCa(x)i[0]J =
Z




















dz (xj 1 + ip0 jz)
abJb(z) (A.15)

































(z)  D ~Cm ~Cn ~C l(z)
i




n hCa(x) DCm(z)i   hCa(x) D ~Cm(z)ihCn (z)i[0]J hC l(z)i[0]J
+





(xj 1 + ip0
P jz)amhCn (z)i[0]J hC l(z)i[0]J
  i(xj 1 + ip0 jz)
an(h DCm(z)i[0]J    $ )hC l(z)i[0]J

(A.16)
which is the desired result.






(xj 1 + ip0
P jz)am
h
hCn (z)i[1]J hC l(z)i[0]J + hCn (z)i[0]J hC l(z)i[1]J
i
+i(xj 1 + ip0 jz)
am
h





d4z(xj 1 + ip0 jz)
amfmnbf cdnhCb(z)i[0]J hCc(z)i[0]J hCd (z)i[0]J
At arbitrary order in g the structure similar to eq. (A.17) can be proved by induction.
Thus, we see that eq. (A.1) is given by a set of Feynman diagrams with retarded Green
functions. In a similar way, one can demonstrate thatZ











fabmf cdm ~Ca ~Cb ~Cc
~Cd   iJm ~Cm
  i
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B Solution of Yang-Mills equations in two dimensions
To nd matrix 
(x) satisfying eqs. (3.18) we will solve the following auxiliary problem: we
x x? as a parameter and nd the solution of Yang-Mills equations
DFa(x; x) = 0 (B.1)
in 2-dimensional gluodynamics with initial conditions
A(x; x) x! 1= A(x); A(x; x) x! 1= B(x) (B.2)
Since 2-dimensional gluodynamics is a trivial theory, the solution of the equation (B.1) will
be a pure-gauge eld A = 
i@
y with 
(x; x) being the sought-for matrix satisfying
eqs. (3.18).
Let us rst demonstrate that the solution A(x; x) of the YM equations (B.1) with
boundary conditions (B.2) in two longitudinal dimensions is a pure gauge. To this end, we
will construct A(x; x) order by order in perturbation theory (see gure 3, but now in
two dimensions) and prove that F a(A) = 0.
We are looking for the solution of eq. (B.1) in the form
A(x; x) = A(x; x)+ C(x; x); A(x; x) = A(x); A(x; x) = B(x) (B.3)
Imposing the background-gauge condition
D C(x; x) = 0 (B.4)
we get the equation
( P 2g + 2ig F)
ab Cb = Dab F b + gf
abc(2 Cb D
 Cc   Cb D Cc)  g2fabmf cdm Cb Cc Cd
(B.5)
where D  (@  ig[ A; ) and F =  ig[ A; B]. The boundary conditions (B.2) in terms
of C elds read
C(x; x)
x! 1= 0; C(x; x)
x! 1= 0 (B.6)
It is convenient to rewrite the equation (B.5) in components as
2( P P)ab Cb (B.7)
= Dab F
b










abc Cb D C
c
   g2fabmf cdm Cb Cc Cd
2( P P)ab Cb






abc Cb D C
c
   g2fabmf cdm Cb Cc Cd
We will solve this equation by iterations in F and prove that F = 0 in all orders.
In the rst order we get the equation




; 2( P P)

















The solution satisfying boundary conditions (B.6) has the form
C
(1)
 =   i=2P + i


















jz)ab F b(z) (B.9)
Using the explicit form of the propagators in external A and B elds
(xj 1P + i jz) =  i(x   z)(x   z)[x; z]
B
(xj 1P + i jz) =  i(x   z)(x   z)[x; z]
A (B.10)
we get C(1) in the form
C
(1)












dz [x; z]A [ A(z); A(x)][z; x]A (B.11)
From this equation it is clear that C
(1)
 (x; x) vanishes if x !  1 and/or x !  1
(recall that we assume A(x)
x!1! 0 and B(x) x!1! 0).












F = F + D C(1)   D C(1) +O( F 2) = O( F 2) (B.13)
so in the rst order in F the eld strength of the solution of classical equation (B.5)
vanishes.
In the second order the equations for the eld C take the form





















2( P P)ab C
(2)b


















where we used eq. (B.12) to reduce the r.h.s. Again, from the explicit form of the propa-
gators (B.10) we get
C
(2)




dz [x; z]A [ C
(1)
 (z; x); C
(1)








dz [x; z]A [ C
(1)
 (x; z); C
(1)

















from which it is clear that C
(2)
 satisfy boundary conditions (B.6) (recall that we already
proved that C
(1)



















to prove that F vanishes in the second order:
Fa = F a( A+ C(1) + C(2)) +O( F 3)
= F a + ( D C
(1)
   D C(1) )a + ( D C(2)   D C(2) )a + gfabc C(1)b C(1)c +O( F 3)
= O( F 3) (B.17)
In the third order we get
2( P P)ab C
(3)b












2( P P)ab C
(3)b










where again we used eqs. (B.12) and (B.16) to reduce the r.h.s. The solution is
C
(3)a



































Again, from the explicit form of propagators (B.10) it is clear that C
(3)
 satisfy boundary
































we see that F vanishes in the third order:
Fa = F a( A+ C(1) + C(2) + C(3)) +O( F 4)
= F a + ( D C
(1)













 ) +O( F 4) = O( F 4) (B.21)
Note also that eqs. (B.12), (B.16) and (B.20) illustrate self-consistency check for the
background-eld condition (B.4).
One can continue and prove by induction that F vanishes in an arbitrary order in
Fn and therefore the eld A is a pure gauge
A(x; x) = A(x) + C(x; x) = 
(x; x)i@
y(x; x)
A(x; x) = B(x) + C(x; x) = 
(x; x)i@
y(x; x) (B.22)
Now we shall demonstrate that the matrix 
 satises our requirement (3.18). Since
C(x !  1; x) = 0 due to eq. (B.2), we get

( 1; x)i@
y( 1; x) = A(x) ) 




















y(x; 1) = B(x) ) 
(x; 1) = [x; 1] B (B.24)
One can also construct the expansion of matrix 
 in powers of A and B. For example,





f[x; 1] B ; [x; 1] Ag   1
4
 



























Now, for each x? we solve auxiliary 2-dimensional classical problem (B.1) and nd

(x; x; x?) satisfying the requirement (3.18).
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